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lesson37 Kinkakuji was built in the 14th century① lesson39 Sorry I'm late②

lesson37 Kinkakuji was built in the 14th century ②　Passive verbs lesson40 I'm worried about whether he's made any friends or not①

lesson38 I like putting things in order① lesson40 I'm worried about whether he's made any friends or not②

lesson33 What does this mean? ①   Imperative form lesson35 Do you know any good places?②　Conditional form

lesson36 I try to take some exercise every day① lesson38 I like putting things in order②

lesson36 I try to take some exercise every day② lesson39 Sorry I'm late①

lesson31 I'm thinking of learning how to cook ②  Volitional form lesson34 Please do as I did①

lesson32 I't better not to overdo things① lesson34 Please do as I did②

lesson32 I't better not to overdo things② lesson35 Do you know any good places?①

lesson27 You can make anything, can't you? ②　Polite verbs lesson30 I must get myself an emergency kit①

lesson28 I'm away on business a lot, and I've got an exam coming up ① lesson30 I must get myself an emergency kit②

lesson31 I'm thinking of learning how to cook① lesson33 What does this mean? ② 　Prohibitive form

Elementary Ⅱ　lesson26  Where should I put the rubbish?① lesson28 I'm away on business a lot, and I've got an exam coming up ②

lesson26  Where should I put the rubbish?② lesson29 I left something behind①

lesson27 You can make anything, can't you?① lesson29 I left something behind②

lesson22 What kind of flat are you looking for?① lesson24 Shall I come and help?②

lesson22 What kind of flat are you looking for?② lesson25 Thanks for everything①

lesson23 How do you get there?① lesson25 Thanks for everything②
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Elementary Ⅰ　lesson21 I think so, too① lesson23 How do you get there?②

lesson21 I think so, too② lesson24 Shall I come and help?①


